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“Join the Club” Technology Station Activity - English 

“Join the Club”  
Technology Station

Technology is a powerful Cookie Program asset!
Technology is a powerful tool in a successful cookie program.  Introduce girls to the Cookie Club, 
and all its dynamic order taking, follow-up and goal tracking features.  When you increase their 
awareness and their comfort level with the Cookie Club, girls will embrace this tool to help them 
reach their cookie goals.  Whether you set-up a looping presentation on a single large screen, or 
have multiple interactive stations set-up for hands on training, girls and leaders alike will gain 
enthusiasm for this unique tool! 

  Supplies:
    �     Computer
    �    Projector
    �     Large Screen (or large blank wall)
    �     OR several individual computer stations
    �     Copy of the Cookie Club Demo
             Powerpoint (or live access to the online
             Cookie Club for demonstration purposes).

Girl Scouts  learn how they can reach their goals using Cookie Cloub for online orders. 
 

Goals Made Easy
Talk to the girls about all the great things that girls are able to do when they use technology to 
help them when they sell cookies.  Then take the girls through the Cookie Club Demo 
Powerpoint presentation.  Girls are sure to leave the Rally feeling empowered to reach their 
goals using the Cookie Club!

Preparation
  �     Set up the projector, screen and computer so it is ready for a group presentation (or
           set-up the individual computer stations for girls to use when exploring the Cookie Club)
  �     Load the Cookie Club demo Powerpoint onto the computer.  

TIP:  If you plan to have older girls (age 13+) at the Rally, o�er a separate 
station for them that introduces them to creative ideas for using 
social media and texting to contact customers for orders


